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It is well recognized that the role of zoning is essential in planning for wind energy. Wind
energy zoning is not regulated at the federal level. The responsibility of regulating wind energy
projects falls on states and cities, except on federal lands or when special laws apply (e.g.
Federal Aviation Regulations). As more local governments explore their roles and
responsibilities in climate change adaptation and mitigation, policies and zoning regulations
related to distributed wind energy systems are constantly being added or updated. There is little
consistency throughout the United States in regards to wind energy zoning. Local or state (or
sometimes both) authorities can regulate wind energy facilities (Redburn, 2017). New York
State's law, Chapter 388 of the Laws of 2011 that enacted Article 10 of the Public Service Law
defines a major electric generating facility as facilities of 25 megawatts or more. The installation
and modification of such facilities require environmental and public health impact analyses, a
utility security plan, and advising interested parties and members of the public (Chapter 388 of
the Laws of 2011). Facilities with capacity under 25 megawatts are not subjected to the
requirement. This study does research on small-scale distributed wind energy conversion systems,
as defined by the New York City Zoning Resolution (2018). Concerns related to visual impacts,
sound, safety, and threats to wildlife are raised whenever there are wind energy facilities siting
projects. The goal of the study is to analyze the regulations on which the amendment relies,
identify if and how the zoning text addresses public concerns, challenges it encountered,
and potential improvements.
3Background
The Zoning Resolution of New York City was adopted in 1916, with a major revision in
1961 which serves as a basis of the current version. It establishes limits on the use of land and
building size, shape, height, and setback, according to zoning designations - residential,
commercial, or manufacturing. The ordinances apply to each plot of land within the City's
jurisdiction. In times when changes are needed to keep up with technology and social
development, updates and amendments are made. In February 2010, as one of the green
initiatives the Department of City Planning had been undertaking, the Green Codes Task Force
released the Zone Green Text Amendment, recommendations that promote a greener urban
environment.
By 2012, the list of permitted obstructions had not changed significantly since the
adoption of the Zoning Resolution in 1961, and includes only certain types of rooftop equipment,
such as elevator bulkheads, water towers or parapets. Renewable energy systems such as solar
panels and wind turbines, recreational decks, greenhouses and a range of other mechanical
equipment often cannot be added to buildings in contextual districts1 [Figure.1] because they
would penetrate the maximum building height.
1 As a response to public dismay over height factor buildings, in 1987 the Quality Housing Program was established,
which sought to restore neighborhood fabric by including street wall location provisions, maximum base heights and
maximum building heights. These provisions are mandatory in ‘Contextual Zoning Districts Contextual Zoning
Districts’. Contextual districts are distinguishable by ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘D’ or ‘X’ suffixes after the Zoning designation (e.g.,
R8B, R10A, C6-2A)
4Figure.1 Contextual Districts
Regarding wind energy facilities, the proposal focused on regulations on distributed
small-scale wind turbines. Before the amendment was enacted, small wind turbines were allowed
as accessory structures. The proposal recommended that wind turbines be classified as stand-
alone structures that, on buildings taller than 100 feet would allow a wind turbine assembly to
rise up to 55’ above the rooftop (including the pole and rotor), provided it is set back at least 10
feet from any property line. On waterfront blocks in medium- or higher-density residential
districts, commercial or manufacturing districts, all buildings could install rooftop turbines up to
half the height of the building or 55 feet, whichever is less. Free-standing turbines would be
allowed in commercial and manufacturing areas on waterfront blocks. All wind installations
must comply with requirements set forth by the Department of Buildings (DOB) in the Building
Code [Appendix.I].
Zoning Green Text Amendment
As a general characteristic of the New York City zoning ordinance, regulations on wind
energy projects are permissive. The city does not restrict the installation of wind energy facilities.
5One does not need to obtain a permit to install distributed small-scale wind turbines (up to 100
kilowatts), as long as the wind towers meet the height and setback requirements. To address
community concerns, a modification was made that freestanding wind turbines over 35', instead
of 55', in height to be constructed only by Special Permit.
The adopted amendment, enacted by the City Council on 4/30/2012, specifies two types
of wind turbines: turbines installed on rooftops, and freestanding turbine towers. In section 23-62
(Permitted Obstructions), wind energy systems on portions of buildings with a height of 100 feet
or greater in all Residence Districts are permitted to penetrate the Sky Exposure Plane2
[Figure.2], given that 1) the highest point of the wind turbine assembly does not exceed 55 feet;
2) no portion of the wind turbine assembly is closer than 10 feet to any lot line (a boundary of a
zoning lot); 3) the diameter of the swept area of the rotor does not exceed 15 feet.
In Manufacturing Districts and Commercial Districts, the above rules apply, except for 3) in
districts where new residences or new joint living work quarters for artists are allowed as-of-
right or by special permit or authorization, or within 100 feet of such districts, the diameter of the
swept area of the rotor cannot exceed 15 feet. One exception is that in certain Residence Districts,
and for Quality Housing buildings, wind energy systems are not be allowed as permitted
obstructions within a required front setback distance above a maximum base height.
Freestanding wind turbines, which is one of the non-building developments on portions of a
zoning lot landward of the shoreline or on platforms (excluding piers and floating structures),
shall be limited to a height of 35 feet, except that in some Commercial and Manufacturing
Districts, as well as on piers, freestanding wind energy systems shall be permitted to a height of
85 feet [Appendix.II].
2 A virtual sloping plane that begins at a specified height above the street line and rises inward over the zoning lot at
a ratio of vertical distance to horizontal distance set forth in district regulations.
6Figure.2 Sky Exposure Plane
7Literature review
This review identifies that the creation and the constant adaptation of wind zoning
ordinances are based on issues closely related to allowed use, height and setbacks, and aesthetics.
Although communities frequently express concerns about noise and safety, scholars have found
that these risks are often insignificant in practice. The literature reviewed gave detailed analysis
on these concerns and various methods that have been adopted to address them. The three major
concerns which emerge repeatedly throughout the literature review are visual impact, noise, and
threats to wildlife. Different municipalities and jurisdictions have varied mitigation approaches
through zoning, law, and economic incentives.
Definition
How municipalities define the size of permissible wind energy conversion systems varies
greatly. The review looks at some examples found in New York State. The Town of Evans in
Erie County, New York defines turbines based upon rated capacity and height, and defined them
as commercial or non-commercial. Systems with a capacity greater than 250 kW and height
greater than 175 feet are defined as Commercial Wind Energy Systems (Town of Evans § 198-2).
The town also does not allow wind turbines in residential districts except for the ones in rural
areas. The Town of Lloyd in Ulster County, New York defines small wind energy conversion
systems as turbines no greater than 100 kW and further divide them into commercial or
noncommercial use according to end use. Noncommercial facilities are intended for electricity
for “private” use on the parcel, whereas the commercial ones are “primarily for distribution to
the electrical grid for public consumption.” The town does not have provisions for turbines with
capacity greater than 100 kW (Town of Lloyd § 100-32(E)), which seems counterintuitive. The
Town of Canadice in Ontario County, New York defines categories of wind energy conversion
8systems by end use, and draw limits on maximum operating output. Another way of defining
wind turbines, as in the town of Islip in Long Island, is by zoning district. Rather than
categorizing small- or large-scale turbines, the town groups turbines into Accessory or Industrial
Accessory Wind Energy Turbines based on where the structure is located. Capacity or maximum
operating output is not limited, but height based on lot width is restricted. This mechanism is
similar to the setback requirement set in New York City’s Zoning Resolution. By the definition
of the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), small wind
turbines have power ratings less than 50 kW. They are typically used for battery charging, water
pumping, small businesses, residential power, farm applications, remote communication stations,
and government facilities (Adams-Schoen and Zablow, 2017).
Municipalities regulate wind energy conversion systems according to rated capacity, end
use, maximum operating output and/or physical dimension. Looking at various ordinances in
towns in New York, it seems that most municipalities define wind energy conversion systems by
reference to capacity or output. Defining physical features and dimensions of wind turbines has
been proven to be more closely related to local concerns.
Public Concerns
Aesthetic
The most-cited reason for resistance to large-scale wind energy developments is their
potential visual burden on the surroundings. This review found that aesthetic inclinations and
cultural qualities are generally the result of social norms that impact what individuals think as
"pleasing" or "fitting." For example, in the case of Brander v. Town of Warren Town Board
(2007), the prevalent understanding of a beautiful landscape and environment is associated with
9trees, mountains, prairies, and other natural elements. Fundamentally, members of the
community protects these values from non-natural “intrusions.”
Realizing community interests along a wide range of environmental aesthetics and above
all the ingrained value of landscape to their culture, Short (2002) reasons that one way to
improve public perception for wind energy would be for the industry to agree on the components
and functions of a sustainable aesthetic and what is culturally acceptable. Striving to design and
site wind turbines in a manner to “blend in” with the environment is key to gaining public
support of the technology. The author also suggests that one cannot devise an environmental
aesthetic which is acceptable to all people because landscape is reactive to cultural, social,
political and economic factors. To push the issue further, no matter how clever and well-
fashioned the mutual aesthetic is, there will always be the Nimbyism barrier. Gipe (2002) gives
examples on how the surveys in California’s Altamont Pass demonstrate that support often
erodes once specific projects are proposed and wind’s local impacts become more tangible. He
also asserts that the wind industry needs to be “a good neighbor” if it is to become welcomed.
Ways to reduce aesthetic impacts of wind power include providing uniform wind tower design,
keeping them operating, making them unobtrusive by choosing the right location, size, shape
and color, avoiding ancillary structures and signage, and minimizing the amount of road surfaces
disturbed.
Some scholars, on the other hand, trace back to the history of technological development
and observed that technological change has never been universally welcome. Wind energy
encounters no less skepticism. It is our flexibility with landscape that needs to increase. In her
report, Erica Heller makes an excellent point in defending the aesthetics of wind turbines. People
usually compare the visual impact of wind turbines with the condition of change to the visual
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environment. But when an expansion of power generation is necessary, “wind turbines may not
be the worst aesthetic choice” (Heller, 2008), compared to fossil fuel or coal power plants. In
terms of smaller scale urban wind turbines, their appearance is usually less visually intrusive
than utility poles, transmission towers, and sometimes even large-scale street lights. "Non-
obtrusive color" (off-white or gray) turbines are sometimes required by wind ordinances
(Andriano, 2009). Other tall structures such as light poles and transmission towers, on the other
hand, are not regulated. The real power of landscape perception is its function in educating the
public about the trade-offs, relative costs, and benefits of wind energy and competing methods of
generating electricity (Pasqualetti, 2002). This will be an evolutionary process where the public
gradually become knowledgeable about and accustomed to their presence. The process would be
effortful but feasible. “Beauty is not fixed but susceptible to changing ideals”, as Hopper-Killer
and Steinhauser (2002) describe the shifts in landscape values of people in Germany, one of the
world’s largest national markets for wind turbines with over 8000 wind turbines representing
about 5000 MW of generating capacity at the end of 2000.
Noise
Another legitimate consideration with respect to siting wind turbines is noise. The sound
produced by the spinning motion of wind turbine blades is infrasound. Infrasound is a sound that
is lower in frequency than 20 Hz, which is also the usual limit of human hearing. Most scientists
believe that infrasound produced by wind turbines is too low to be heard or create health
problems. Infrasound emitted by wind turbines are hard to measure, especially when wind also
generates infrasound of the same or higher level when it passes through trees or blows over a
house. It has been reported that wind turbine operations in electromagnetic fields, shadow flicker,
audible noise, and infrasound might produce annoyances that could disrupt sleep, induce
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headaches or even cause mild nausea (Knopper et al., 2014). These problems can be mitigated by
good turbine-siting design strategies. There are no studies showing that infrasonic frequencies
cause harm related to human health. Harmless sources of infrasound such as ocean waves, storms,
car engines, ceiling fans, and city noises are ubiquitous. In urban environments, in particular,
wind turbine sound is usually unnoticeable. Vertical axis wind turbines, which are frequently
adopted in modern small-scale wind turbine projects, usually has lower tip speed ratio than
horizontal axis wind turbines and should therefore produce even less aerodynamic noise.
There is no evidence of noise complaints due to wind turbines found in the literature studied.
However, some scholars suggest that ordinances regulate turbines to a maximum decibel level
(Merriam, 2008), while some suggest turbines be held to no more than 5 decibels over ambient
sound (Rynne et al., 2011). Ordinances of suburban or rural municipalities include greater detail
since ambient noise levels in these areas are usually lower than in urban environments. Riverside
County, California requires the noise levels of a wind energy conversion system to be 45
decibels or lower (Pasqualetti, 2002). In the Town of Lloyd, turbines may not produce more
than 50 dB(A) of sound measured from the nearest boundary line. The Town of Evans also has a
similar ordinance, mandating that the turbines’ sound levels do not exceed 45 dB(A) for more
than 5 minutes in a two-hour period. The Massachusetts Model Ordinance prohibits noise levels
10 dB(A) above the ambient noise level, as measured from both the property line and the nearest
inhabited structure. There are also ordinances that lays down a fluctuating limit. The Town of
Brookhaven on Long Island allows maximum noise levels ranging from 50 to 75 dB depending
on zoning district and time of day. The Village of Central Square in Oswego County, New York




Some communities are concerned about wind turbines’ impact on wildlife, in particular
on bird and bat mortality. Along with noise, bird strikes have made their way to the media as one
the major disadvantages of wind turbines. Even though wind turbines do kill birds, it is deemed
insignificant compared to other forms of power generation. A comprehensive report published in
the journal Avian Conservation and Ecology found that fossil-fuel plants killed nearly 15 times
the number of birds as wind turbines (Chapman, 2017), and even house cats kill many more birds
than wind turbines [Figure.3]. This is not to say that a greater harm can justify a lesser harm.
Newly designed wind turbines, especially when sited individually, appear to pose little to no
threat to birds and minimal threat to bats. To further mitigate the problem, for large scale wind
projects, planners must now conduct detailed avian impact studies before and after wind farms
are constructed. The National Audubon Society (2018) points out that climate change poses
greater to harms birds and bats than wind turbines, provided they are sited appropriately.
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Figure.3 2014 State of Birds report
Public acceptance is of central importance in the further expansion of wind energy.
Among the general consensus on wind energy’s alleviation of problems associated with nuclear
and fossil fuels and the reliability of wind power technology, there are some major areas of
disagreements. The first disagreement has to do with perspectives. Some participants believed
that the more sensitive siting and more public involvement in the process is the major challenge
the industry is facing. Others believed that the fundamental problem is the way people think
about wind energy and how turbine design could disarm the opposition. In terms of aesthetic
presumption, some thought that beauty is completely subjective, while others held that there are
some basic objective standards. The diverging points of view concluded here are also the
dominant disparities found in literature review. Most scholars agree that the majority of the
public still assume that the Danish-style three-bladed turbine [Figure.4] would continue to be the
industry standard. Concerns about noise, shadow flicker and wildlife threats are associated with
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these type of turbines. To increase public acceptance of wind technology is a matter of educating
the public about the desirability of wind energy.
Figure.4 Horizontal-axis wind turbines
Permitting
Most zoning ordinances pertaining to wind energy state that the purpose of the ordinance
is to increase opportunities for the generation of renewable energy. The regulations themselves
seem to be more restrictive than permissive. Some existing zoning ordinances either do not
address wind turbines at all or impose a strict height limit on such structures. Acknowledging
this situation, the majority of studies suggest making small-scale wind turbines as-of-right,
providing that they meet certain standards (Heller, 2008). Merriam (2008) also expresses the
preference for as-of-right regulation, if the community is given fair notice. To push the issue
further, Green points out the shortcoming of stringent zoning rules, although the author fails to
provide convincing examples and statistics on how other means of permitting wind projects, such
as special permits or variances, discourage people from embracing wind energy. Ordinances
requiring a special use permit may pose greater difficulty to wind energy conversion system
developers since even when a project meets all objective statutory criteria, as in certain
circumstances a special permit could still be denied if the community deems the structure
unsightly (Forbush, 2011). This arbitrary decision was made possible by the Barbulean v City of
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Newburgh case, where local officials have the power to deny special use permits based on
visual appearance if they think the project would “impair the integrity or character of zones”
(Barbulean v. City of Newburgh, 1995).
In fact, in most jurisdictions studied by the American Planning Association, small-scale
wind energy systems are allowed by right (Rynne et al., 2011). City of Chicago, Illinois regulates
small-scale wind turbines in a way comparable to that of New York City before the Zone Green
Text Amendment. The Zoning Ordinance considers rooftop wind energy systems permitted
accessory structures within all districts as long as they comply with the established height limits
and setbacks (Chicago Zoning, 2018). They are required to comply with all noise limitations of
the Chicago Municipal Code, and are safely and securely attached to the rooftop in compliance
with the Chicago Building Code. Similarly, in New York City, the noise limitations is set forth
the New York City Administrative Code and safety and security compliance is enforced by DOB.
While few can deny the benefits of wind energy, people are concerned with problems that wind
energy facilities might bring, such as safety, noise, shadow flicker, and aesthetics. Opponents of
more permissive wind zoning try to prevent their approval though environmental lawsuits and
common-law nuisance claims (Andriano, 2009). Some scholars recommend that wind turbine
zoning be restricted to a granted conditional use permit, under which the governing body can
require conditions for construction or performance on an ongoing basis.
Through reviewing New York State municipal zoning laws, Forbush (2011) found that
three overarching approaches are frequently adopted by municipalities in approaching impacts of
the siting of small-scale wind energy conversion systems. When structures are categorized as
“accessory uses”, they are permitted as long as they meet standards such as height limitation,
setback, and/or noise level. Since they will only be evaluated according to quantifiable objective
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criteria, the author deemed this type of regulation as most accommodating of small-scale wind
generation. Requests to install an accessory use are typically approved after meeting strictly
objective rules, making it friendlier to property owners, real estate developers, and government
officials interested in promoting small-scale wind energy. On the other hand, it is important to
recognize that permitting such a use will still undergo some level of regulatory scrutiny.
Municipal codes may deviate from this approach when dealing with new and/or controversial
uses. For example, residential renewable energy sources can stir controversy and NIMBY-
inspired sympathies. Consequently, the statutory requirements for accessory uses tend to be more
demanding and complex in neighborhoods with higher residential housing density. As a result,
classifying rooftop or backyard wind and solar generators as “accessory uses” run the gamut
between the permissive and restrictive ends of the regulatory spectrum. Even though accessory
use regulations will avoid questions such as the impact on the “neighborhood characters”, the
number of requirements and the extensiveness with which they are enforced will vary with each
municipality. Regulating wind energy conversion systems through the special use permit entails
more subjective measures, oftentimes including aesthetics. This regulating method requires more
exacting standards, because otherwise town boards are likely to be more susceptible to
community pressure. Moreover, the New York State Environmental Quality Review Act
(SEQRA) compels property owners, developers and government entities to consider the
environmental effects of “any actions that are directly undertaken, funded, or approved by local,
regional, and state agencies.” (6 NYCRR §614.4(b), 2010). Even though wind projects with a
capacity of less than 25 MW do not go through the Article 10 process, they are subject to State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA). When projects would potentially affect particular
environmental resources, state environmental permitting or other reviews may apply in addition
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to local land-use decision-making processes. Therefore, even small-scale wind projects will
likely involve some level of the SEQRA process. New York State applies environmental impact
review requirements to state or local permitting, siting, and projects with state of federal funding.
Finally, some communities have passed moratoriums, usually temporary bans, on the
construction of wind generators. This can happen when a zoning code or comprehensive plan is
in the rewriting process. In practice, “locally imposed moratoriums on the construction and
permitting of wind energy facilities are often instituted to respond to public opposition to a
planned wind development” (Vaccaro, 2008).
Siting
In the most common approach to wind facility siting, it is solely the local governments
who are responsible for siting wind facilities, and their regulatory power is not limited by state
law. Most zoning codes divide wind turbines into small and large based on their energy output.
The standards common to most ordinances include setback requirements, noise controls,
limitations on turbine height, color, and design, and requirements for site plan review (Andriano,
2009). These articles provide an understanding of the grounds on which various regulations stand,
and how New York City opts for including or excluding some of them.
New York State law protects the development of sustainable energy by expressly
preserving the authority of local governments to apply zoning ordinances, building codes, and
certain state environmental laws over these facilities while prohibiting local governments from
imposing any conditions or requirements not provided by these laws and ordinances (N.Y.
Energy Law § 21-106(2)). A wind turbine tower setback is a safety consideration in the
occasional instance of falling debris or the unlikely event of a tower collapse. The setback
distance ranges from the height of the turbine to 1.2 times the height of the turbine, or up to 1000
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feet away from property lines and public roads (Stahl, 2009). Heller questions the necessity of
the setback requirement, as trees are more likely to fall yet they are not required to have a
setback distance (Heller, 2008). Even though structural failure is extremely rare, the intended
protective effort could be balanced with economic considerations and increased acceptance of
wind turbines without hindering the projects' feasibility (Rynne et al., 2011). In addition to safety,
setbacks also aim to address aesthetic concerns (Adriano, 2009).
Legal issues are persistent in wind zoning. Through studying multiple nuisance law cases,
Andriano (2009) finds that in places where wind zoning is lacking, common-law nuisance
ordinances can be barriers to wind power development. Despite the fact that in many cases wind
energy conversion systems were not hastily concluded to be a nuisance, a well-planned zoning
ordinance is crucial to the development of wind energy uses. Evidence on prohibiting wind
energy conversion systems in districts such as downtown or historic districts are plentiful (Heller,
2008), although no scholars point out regulations that specify districts (manufacturing,
commercial, etc.) which are less prone to negative impacts of wind turbines. Without such
examples, it is hard to identify under what circumstances the ordinances can be made more
lenient or encouraging.
Cost-benefit
One of the key impediments on wind energy development is the low return-on-investment ratio.
Factors affecting the cost-benefit results include the initial capital expenditure on turbine
facilities, fixed charge rate, replacement cost, cost for operation and maintenance, land lease cost,
and net energy production, which heavily relies on weather conditions and installation location.
In addition to these costs, residents have to deal with search and information costs, which is the
time spent on evaluating the availability, accessibility and affordability of the products and
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services. These costs can be steep especially to those not familiar with the information or in areas
where information resource is scarce. The amount of time and capital required for the facilities
and services alone could be substantial enough to disincentivize consumers. (Gillingham and
Sweeney, 2012). Calculations by Johnson (2009) and Moloney (2014) show that the average
payback period of a wind turbine is estimated to exceed 20 years (with the exception of some
small-scale turbines under 5 kW which have shorter payback periods). To the contrary, some
scientists find that wind is actually in a favorable position relative to other major forms of
generation technologies in terms of energy return on investment (Kubiszewski et al., 2010).
Nonetheless, they argued that the challenges faced by wind energy should not be overlooked.
The uncontrolled and erratic nature of wind, governmental subsidies and wildlife safety issues
are all critical technical obstacles. The NREL report (Fields et al, 2016) points out that
calculations often overestimate the wind energy production in the urban context. Most case
studies in the reports did not meet their energy production estimates. One of the possible reasons
is that even with detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling, the current commonly
used models might fail to include complete atmospheric parameters into the calculation.
Russell Unger, executive director of the Urban Green Council, acknowledged that energy
generation is not the only intention behind turbine installations on properties. “It’s a lovely idea,
if people want to pay for it and test it out, but as far as return on investment goes, it’s a waste
compared to more insulation and efficient building systems” (Chaban, 2014). Pearson Court
Square, an apartment building in Long Island City, New York, installed three roof-mounted
turbines [Figure.5] in 2014 and they were fully operational as of summer 2015. The total project
cost was approximately $185,000, including installation of additional significant steel structural
support. The maintenance record indicated additional costs because the system needed to be
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adjusted to resolve vibration and noise issues. The goal of the project was largely related to
publicity (during the project’s initial launch and leasing phase, more than 15 domestic
publications including the New York Times and three local television news reports highlighted
the property). Onsite energy generation as the building's sustainable practice was the subordinate
goal. Due to the height of the building, the turbines cannot be seen from the street where the
building is located.
Figure.5 Turbines on Pearson Court Square
The case study of the Brooklyn Navy Yard demonstrated the negative outcomes of a mis-
prioritized project. As part of a larger project - the design and construction of the three-story,
89,000- square-foot Perry Avenue building, the six wind turbines [Figure.6] installed in 2008 in
the Brooklyn Navy Yard cost $40,000 in total upon construction (Galbraith 2008). They were the
first building-mounted wind turbines installed in the city. The primary project objective was to
create a highly visible indication of the building's emphasis on sustainable design. The secondary
goal was to cover the costs of the installation based on energy savings. Because visibility was
given priority, the manager chose to site the turbine installation where it would be most visible
rather than where the wind resource was strongest, which could have contributed to the overall
underperformance of the project. According to past data, the selected location only provided the
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necessary wind speeds for a few minutes per day. The owners have not kept the turbines
operating or continued to track data because of the poor system performance along with the high
maintenance costs. Noted that even visibility was the intended emphasis, it is still limited from
street level.
Figure.6 Turbines in the Brooklyn Navy Yard
From past experience of incorporating wind energy in buildings, the development sector
accepts that because conditions in reality seldom yield good results, many times wind turbines
installed on buildings are more of a propaganda effort than a key component of energy
generation.
Incentives
Different levels of jurisdiction have explored a variety of incentives for small wind
consumers. Many scholars have evaluated the effectiveness of renewable energy policies.
By using a large dataset that covers 122 countries over the period of 1980–2010, investment
incentives such as risk guarantees and capital grants that aim at reducing the capital cost of
renewable energy production were proven to be among the few renewable energy policies that
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have an effect on all types of renewable sources for electricity (Zhao et al., 2013). New York
State offers to offset the installation cost of wind energy conversion systems based on the
amount of electricity generated annually in a tiered format, as a type of consumer subsidy
(Forbush, 2011). Net-metering allows users to sell the surplus power generated by their on-site
distributed energy facilities back to the grid. In surveys, this technique was found to be the most
popular motivator among the 11 different policy tools identified that have been adopted across
U.S. states (Wiener, 2012). The idea of wind source protection suggests incompatible
development should make way for wind energy generation systems (Heller, 2008). However, it is
unlikely for developers and government entities to sacrifice valuable land for wind energy, a still
immature alternative energy source.
Conclusion
Best practices in zoning for wind energy are highly conditional on local legal and demographic
characteristics. No one method is a panacea that is suitable in all places. When giving
recommendations on zoning modification, it is important to identify local neighborhood
conditions, the benefits, challenges, and expectations of the city's energy zoning ordinances, and
the public's acceptance of current practices. The literature presents a set of problems concerning
wind power generation and how zoning ordinances should address them, but none discuss the
impacts of already adopted ordinances. Because numerous factors, together with policies,
determine how well society will foster the development of wind energy, it is difficult to isolate
the regulations from other variables to gauge the effectiveness of the regulations. No study has




The study employs mixed methodologies to analyze the New York City Zoning Green
Text Amendment. The first step is to identify how the ordinance regulates and promotes wind
energy. The research will find wind energy project-related problems present in the literature
review, community board opinions, public hearings, and public complaints (concluded from
interviews) and quantify them, then determine if and in what ways the New York City zoning
ordinance addresses these concerns. The study will identify the ordinance’s effectiveness on
wind energy projects by combining quantitative and qualitative methods. Its relationship with
other New York City and New York State regulations will also be investigated.
Quantitative
After clarifying the ordinance's framework, the effective zoning areas the amendment applies to
are mapped, using NYCPluto data from 2012 (when the amendment was adopted) to 2017 within
the five boroughs of New York City. The areas are calculated and categorized to visualize the
coverage and the geographical scope of the amendment.
Qualitative
Interviews are conducted with the manager of the Zone Green Text Amendment project at the
NYC Department of City Planning. The study also examines past case studies on ordinances and
wind energy projects in New York City, and compiles and categorizes opinions expressed by
community boards during the hearing process. The goal is to collect opinions on how the public
perceives the change in the zoning ordinance, how the condition of the wind industry has
changed, response by the development sector, and what elements have been effective or
ineffective. Reports on zoning performance and results are consulted in order to understand to
what extent the zoning ordinance has contributed to the outcome.
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Limitation and assumptions
Assessment of land use policies and environmental impacts will be based solely on
secondary research. Since there will be no on-site measurement of wind data, the accuracy of
such information will depend entirely on online data sources. Information on public opinion
largely depends on the conclusions from interviews. The study acknowledges the limitation of
interpolating personal interview results. Due to the small sample size and the uniqueness of each
case, conclusions will be drawn on evidence that might not be fully representative of the entire
affected population. This may result in biases related to a financial, social, business, or political
standpoint. The analysis has little control over independent variables as technology, market, and
policy incentives relating to wind energy are constantly changing. The study has to base
comparisons on a relatively short period of time so that changes in these variables are less drastic
for more accurate results.
The merit of the whole study is based on the widely-accepted assumption that climate
change is real. Scientific evidence for global warming is deemed unequivocal, and renewable
energy is considered effective in mitigating the situation. When evaluating the New York City
Zone Green Text Amendment, the study assumes that local opinions are adequately represented




The first step of the analysis is to identify how the regulations define small-scale wind
turbines. The Zoning Resolution specifies that wind turbines are permitted obstructions allowed
to penetrate the sky exposure plane set forth in Sections 24-52, 24-53, or 24-591 (Zoning
Resolution, n.d.) only when the diameter of the swept area of the turbine rotor does not exceed
15 feet and the highest point of the turbine is does not exceed 55 feet.
The ordinance, however, is made less straightforward because these elements of the
Zoning Resolution and the building code will be enforced by DOB, whose relationship with the
Zoning Resolution will be further examined in the following sections of the research. The
acceptance criteria, established in Building Bulletin 2011-004 (BC 3113, 2018), states that
building-mounted wind turbines assemblies with 9 feet 10 inches (three meters) are accepted.
Those exceeding this limit require site-specific review.
Local law is yet another defining and limiting factor. Section BC 3113 in Chapter 31 of the
New York City Building Code defines small wind turbine as a turbine with a swept area smaller
than 200 square-meter. It further regulates the generation capacity to below 1000 V (AC) or 1500
V (DC).
At the state level, regulating standards are less specific. The state grants local governments the
authority to manage land use, including wind energy development, through zoning permits or
enacting wind power specific provisions in municipal code. Siting decisions are subject to
environmental review regulations required by state law (New York State Energy Law § 21-106).
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The comparison shows that there is little consistency in how jurisdictions limit the size of
wind turbines. Standards vary across departments. While some codes regulate turbine physical
dimensions such as height and size, some impose limits on maximum operating outputs.
Mechanism
The mechanism behind the establishment of New York City’s wind zoning criteria
heavily relies on regulations set by DOB, local laws and the Landmark Preservation Commission
(LPC).
Department of Buildings
In addition to turbine size, DOB determines the product and testing, certification and
listing or labeling and standards, which govern the manufacture and testing of wind turbine
assemblies and their components. These standards (Building Bulletin, 2011) are set forth by The
International Electrotechnical Commission, an international standards organization that prepares
and publishes International Standards for all electrical, electronic and related technologies. The
department also regulates turbine design, assembly installation and sign-off. These regulations
address foundation, ice formation, separation, peer review for structural, electrical, mechanical
and noise-mitigation, technical requirements (including plot plan, location drawings, anchorage
drawings, and existing building work), special inspections monitoring and maintenance,
interconnection, and installation. Turbines must be able to withstand winds of up to and
including 130 mph and equipped with a redundant braking system and a passive lock. In addition
to the setback requirement set forth in the Zoning Resolution, DOB also requires that “no part of
a small wind turbine or small wind turbine tower shall be located within a horizontal distance of
a property line that is equal or less than one-half the height of such turbine, including such tower,
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measured from the base of such tower or, if there is no such tower, the base of such turbine” (BC
3113.12).
While the Department of City Planning (DCP), along with the City Planning Commission
(CPC), oversees zoning changes, DOB is responsible for administering and enforcing the
Resolution. DOB reviews and enforces compliance with both the Zoning Resolution and
Construction Codes, and therefore it also has the capacity to interpret how the zoning regulations
apply to a particular property.
The Administrative Code of the City of New York
The local law deals with concerns regarding potential nuisances caused by wind turbines.
The Administrative Code of the City of New York, section § 24-232, limits small wind turbines
to no more than 5 decibels above the ambient sound level, as measured at the property line.
Small wind turbines, as required, shall be able to withstand winds of up to 130 mph. Visual
appearance is regulated only by the local law. White, off-white, grey, or another non-obtrusive
color specified by DOB are the only acceptable colors of a wind turbine, and it should not be
artificially lighted, except as required by applicable laws or rules. Safety issues addressed by
preventing access to electrical components and climbability except by authorized personnel. Per
the law, the commissioner is responsible for establishing shadow flicker limitations, signal
interference, and design standards. In addition to the 10-feet distance from lot line requirement
set by the Zoning Resolution, the setback requirement is also further articulated in local laws that




In case renewable energy structures are proposed to be installed on landmarks or in
historic districts, the developer or property owner must obtain a certificate of no effect from the
New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC). Until the commission shall have
issued a certificate of no effect on protected architectural features, no construction,
reconstruction, alteration or demolition shall be issued a permit by DOB or by CPC (N.Y.C.
Admin. Code § 25-305). LPC determines whether the proposed work would change, destroy or
affect any exterior architectural feature of the individual landmark site or site in a historic district,
whether the construction would threaten the harmony with the external appearance. After
reviewing the proposal, the commission then must hold a public hearing on each request for a
certificate of appropriateness or certificate of no effect (N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 25-308).
Depending on the type of work undertaken, there are three possible LPC applications
required. If extensive exterior work is required, the regular Application Form for Work Permit on
Designated Properties must be used, along with documents describing the project and its impact
on the landmark property. When only interior work that meets certain conditions is proposed, the
applicant can apply for the Expedited Certificate of No Effect Application. Small-scale wind
turbine constructions are likely to qualify for the FasTrack Application, which could be
processed within 10 days of receipt. Possible projects include minor exterior repairs; interior
alterations; sidewalk repairs; rooftop and rear yard decks; window and door work; and heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning equipment (Ciechowska, 2019). Pursuant to 63 RCNY § 2-15
(“Additions: Rooftop and Rear Yard Additions or Enlargements”, for heating, ventilation and
air-conditioning equipment and other equipment such as alternative or distributive energy
equipment (including solar panels and wind turbines) on individual landmarks or on buildings
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within a historic district, the addition or structure shall not be visible or be minimally visible
from certain viewpoints in connection with designated facades. Criteria for the installation of
such equipment are codified in 63 RCNY § 2-21 ("Installation of Heating, Ventilation, Air
Conditioning and Other Mechanical Equipment) to protect the distinguishing historical qualities
or character of a building or its site, while enhancing the sustainability and resiliency of historic
buildings.
Regulation Scope
The Zoning Resolution focuses on two areas of wind opportunities: on top of buildings
100 feet or higher and on waterfront blocks. Before the amendment was enacted, solar panels
and wind turbines could not be installed above the maximum permitted height on buildings.
According to Monika Jain, the project manager for Zone Green Text Amendment at DCP, the
amendment contributes in encouraging the market and technology to experiment in the potential
of wind power through small wind turbines. She responded that the zoning “removed the
impediments to allow wind turbines as permitted obstructions” (Jain, personal communication,
January, 2019). Essentially, Zone Green gives more allowances to accessory wind turbines by
defining them as permitted obstruction. In all Commercial and Manufacturing Districts, the
following structures, along with wind energy systems, are defined as permitted obstructions
which may penetrate the sky exposure planes: Awnings and other sun control devices,
unenclosed balconies, building columns, chimneys, decks, elevator bulkheads, exterior wall
thickness up to eight inches, flagpoles or aerials, house of worship towers, parapet walls, roof
thickness, rooftop greenhouses, skylights, solar energy systems, spires or belfries, vegetated
rooftops, weirs, window washing equipment, an transparent fences. They are subject to other
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provisions [Appendix.V]. These provisions are also effective in special purpose districts. In
general, the zoning sets the height, setback and yard limits standards, varying across commercial,
manufacturing, and residential districts. Wind turbines up to 55 feet tall are allowed on buildings
taller than 100 feet, and wind turbines up to the smaller of 55 feet or half the height of the
building are allowed on waterfront buildings.
On waterfront blocks
Per the definition in the Zoning Resolution, a waterfront block [Figure.7] is a block in the
waterfront area that is adjacent to or intersected by the shoreline. The ordinance recognizes that
wind energy generation in New York City makes the most sense where winds are consistent.
Specifically, Wind turbines may exceed a height limit on waterfront blocks in C4-1, C7, C8-1,
M1-1 Districts, and pier areas, up to a maximum height of 55 feet. Freestanding wind turbines
are allowed to exceed a height limit in such districts, when located outside of required open areas,
up to a height of 85 feet. On waterfront blocks within R6 through R10 Residence Districts and
equivalent commercial districts, as well as in manufacturing districts other than M1-1, wind
turbines are also permitted above a height limit on all buildings provided that the maximum
height of a wind turbine would be limited to either 55 feet or 50 percent of the building height,
whichever is less. However, it appears that the more lenient rules apply to only a rather small
portion of land in the city [Map.1], approximately 0.18% within the zoned area. Currently, there
is no freestanding small-scale wind turbine project established in these areas. The Whole Foods
Market in the Gowanus neighborhood in Brooklyn, New York has installed 18 street lights in the
parking lot powered by freestanding, combined small-scale wind-and-solar power systems. They
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are about 33 feet tall and generate electricity that’s stored in a battery, allowing the store to work
in the event of a power outage [Figure.8]. The supermarket is located in M2-2 district.
Figure.7 Waterfront Block
Figure.8 Wind turbine street lights in Whole Foods Gowanus
It is unexplained in the amendment why waterfront blocks in these specific districts are
allowed to accommodate taller turbines. After comparing different commercial and
manufacturing districts, it is conjectured that the selection was based on residential density and
district characters. C4-1 districts are mapped in outlying areas, such as the Staten Island Mall,
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that require large amounts of parking. Other C4 districts are mapped in more densely built areas
within regional commercial centers (Commercial Districts: C4, n.d.). Compared to C1, C2 and
C3 districts, which are districts that are predominantly residential in character, C4 districts
tolerate a lower building and especially residential building density. C5 districts have a
requirement on continuous retail frontage, and uses not in character with the district are not
permitted. Wind turbine developments make sense in C7 districts which are for large open
amusement parks where residential and community facility uses are not permitted, and in C8
districts with commercial and manufacturing uses providing for automotive and other heavy
commercial services that often require large amounts of land. Allowing wind turbines to exceed
a height limit in these districts would have a relatively low impact on the community while
promoting the use of renewable energy [Appendix.III].
However, the reason why C6 districts are not included is unclear. C6 districts permit a
wide range of high-bulk commercial use requiring a central -location. Except for C6-2A, C6-3A,
C6-3X and C6-4A which are contextual districts with maximum building heights, all other C6
districts already allow towers to penetrate a sky exposure plane and do not require a contextual
base. Buildings within these districts are often tall enough for locating small-scale wind turbines
on the roofs without significantly alternating the visual consistency from street level.
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Map.1 Waterfront blocks in C4-1, C7, C8-1, M1-1 Districts
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M1 districts are often buffers between M2 or M3 districts and adjacent residential or
commercial districts. M1 districts typically include light industrial uses. M2 and M3 districts
allow for heavier industry uses than M1. Contextual M1 districts could be converted to
residential use, or are usually in areas where residential and commercial density is high. They
also have required lower performance standards than in M1 districts. M3 districts are designated
for areas with heavy industries that generate noise, traffic or pollutants. Uses here are more prone
to have potential nuisance effects. Like M2 districts, M3 districts are usually located near the
waterfront and buffered from residential areas. Most of the Manufacturing districts are located at
or near waterfront. It is unknown why the amendment excludes M2 and M3 from more wind
energy opportunities [Map.2].
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Map.2 Waterfront blocks in C4-1, C7, C8-1, M1-1 Districts
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In contextual districts
For Quality Housing buildings, wind energy systems are not allowed as permitted
obstructions within a required front setback distance above a maximum base height (the setback
and height requirement vary by district). The Quality Housing Program is mandatory in
contextual R6 through R10 districts and optional in non-contextual R6 through R10 districts. The
program takes the character consistency of established neighborhoods into consideration by
requiring amenities relating to interior space, recreation areas and landscaping. To interpret the
regulating extent of this rule, a visualization is done on ArcGIS using Pluto data. As of
December 2018, wind turbines have to meet the building height and setback requirements to be
considered as a permitted obstruction in only 8% of all residential lots in the city [Map.3].
Restricting wind turbines in certain portions of buildings in these neighborhoods is a way to
address aesthetic concerns, without significantly decreasing the opportunity for wind energy,
since wind speed is not ideal at low heights and with building obstructions.
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Map.3 Contextual R6 through R10 Districts area & all Residential Districts area (Dec, 2018)
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In Special Districts
The permitting process gets tricky when it comes to special districts such as Special
Purpose Districts and Limited Height Districts. As stated in Zoning Resolution sections 23-62
(permitted obstructions) and 23-69 (Limited Height Districts), wind turbines will be allowed as
permitted obstructions in these districts as well. During the hearing process for the Zone Green
Text Amendment, it was brought up that wind turbines can present safety, livability and aesthetic
issues to neighboring buildings because of noise, vibration, shadows and unsightliness. It was
determined that Special Permits should therefore be required for wind turbine installation in
historic or Scenic View districts. This provision is, in fact, presented in local law. Prior to a
proposal to remove landmark impediments to alternative energy in historic districts, rooftop
equipment including solar panels, wind turbines and micro-turbines is not permitted if visible
from the street without a lengthy review by the Landmarks Preservation Commission. The
amendment in local law, seen in Amendments to Chapter 2 of Title 63 of the Rules of the City of
New York, Sections 11 & 19 (Rules, 2012), implemented the change that the definition of
mechanical equipment was amended to include alternative or distributed energy systems, such as
solar panels, wind turbines, or micro-turbines. The approval process for these structures is
therefore streamlined because mechanical equipment may be eligible for a Certificate of No
Effect, or a Permit for Minor Work.
Among the many Special Purpose Districts in New York City, the following districts are
particularly sensitive to the impact of wind turbines, due to their aesthetic integrity: The Special
Planned Community Preservation District (PC) which protects landscaped open spaces. No
demolition, new development, enlargement or alteration of landscaping or topography is
permitted except by special permit of the CPC; the Special Scenic View District (SV) where no
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buildings or structures are allowed to penetrate a scenic view plane except by special permit; and
the Special Governors Island District (GI) aiming to preserve the built character of the historic,
campus-like district; all historic districts, landmarks, and limited height districts [Map.4].
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Map.4 Special Districts and landmarks (Dec, 2018)
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Given the density and complexity of New York City’s land use, regulating wind turbines
siting by classifying them as “permitted obstructions” in accordance with land use and physical
built environment leans more toward the permissive end as it would have as “accessory use”,
based on Forbush’s observation. Permitting and monitoring the installation and operation of
wind energy facilities in a somewhat standardized site-specific manner by multiple agencies is a
hybrid approach that makes it more consistent and potentially less obtrusive.
Jain adds that limitations exist in the study that it does not include research on “areas that
could take advantage of wind tunnel effect.” The Zoning Resolution also does not capture the
large and offshore wind installations.
Obstacles
Howard Slatkin, the deputy executive director for Strategic Planning at the NYC
Department of City Planning, mentions that the current situation is not encouraging for building-
mounted wind, at least compared to large-scale offshore projects. Jain elaborates explaining that
study findings suggest small wind turbines might not have a promising potential in New York
City. Two reasons are that wind energy has a relatively small return on investment as compared
to other renewable resources such as solar energy, mainly because of the lower efficiency due to
the wind characteristics in New York City, and the permitting processes through DOB could also
be an impediment. Zoning is not, in her understanding, an adverse factor in wind energy
development.
Permitting process
The development sector frequently expresses dissatisfaction with the permitting process
of DOB. "As anyone who's dealt with [the department] knows, even the most garden-variety
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projects can often ensnare you in endless strands of red tape," Councilman Costa Constantinides,
a Queens Democrat said in his State of the District speech on Jan. 30, 2019. Since it is required
that any wind turbine installation has to apply for a special permit DOB, its bureaucracy certainly
does not provide an incentive for developers.
There is a constant debate on whether such arduous process is necessary. On top of the
Department of Building permit procedure, one would have to get reviews for battery storage,
which, according to a publication by the Smart Distributed Generation (2014), might take up to
12 months. Developers first need to have the whole system designed and planned by a licensed
architect or professional engineer, and submit the application to the New York City Fire
Department, which will eventually schedule a visit to the site before requesting any addition
material/revision to the plan they need for approval. The next step is to get the new technology
reviewed by the local community board and get feedback, followed by the same process required
by the Electrical Advisory Board. Only until then can the developers more reasonably estimate
the cost, and if the calculation indicates a positive return on investment, the developer can finally
submit the DOB permit request.
Crain’s New York (National Wind Watch, 2018) reported that the City Council has been
considering a bill to standardize wind-turbine installation on rooftops. Some people doubt the
shortcut would be realistic, for wind turbines cannot be standardized as each building's location
must be considered on its own merits. Turbines come in varied shapes, styles and sizes. Each
existing building has a limit to the amount of weight and torque its roof can handle and whether
the cost can be justified by the output of electricity. A case-by-case analysis has to be done to
determine the optimal style, installation, and position of the turbines.
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Public Concerns
Prior to the enactment of the Zone Green amendment, twenty-eight community boards
and two borough boards expressed their opinions during the public hearing process. Of the eight
community and borough boards in the Bronx, seven in Brooklyn, ten in Manhattan, two in
Queens and three in Staten Island, fifteen boards voted in favor of the amendment. Among the
eleven who had concerns with certain rules, almost all of them involved wind turbines.
Corresponding to the social reaction in general observed by scholars in the literature review,
communities in New York City worried that the wind turbines would generate noise and most
critically, aesthetic problems. Low-rise and historic neighborhoods reasoned that granting the
freedom to install wind turbines would be harmful to community character, skyline view, or
other visual impacts. Some advised that the provision regulate wind turbine height, or require
special permits as opposed to as-of-right construction, and some disapproved the wind provision
altogether. Manhattan community boards were especially vocal about the proposal
[Appendix.IV].
Seen from the community board comments, there’s a gap between the public’s
understanding of the amendment and its actual effects. While it does add to the flexibility of
wind turbine installation, it would not result in a rampant burgeoning of wind turbines. It merely
allows them to be categorized as permitted obstructions in certain lower density locations, and
only if they satisfy the turbine height, building height, setback, and swept area requirements.
Permitted obstructions are allowed to penetrate the Sky Exposure Plane, which does not directly
result in situations where a device or structure will be prominently more visible from street level
than previously allowed. Any installation projects would still be subject to the review and
permission from the DOB, LPC, other environmental agencies, and local laws. The amendment
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does not make incompatible wind developments as-of-right. Concerns regarding noise are also
prevalent, although unnecessary. Scholars and engineers frequently clarify that wind turbine
noise is not a serious disturbance. Ragheb (2011) explained that modern vertical axis wind
turbines produce much less noise (under 10 decibels with 50 mph wind) than older horizontal
axis turbines. 10 decibels is the equivalent to the sound level of leaves rustling. Turbine noise is
usually imperceptible at a 10 mph wind.
It is possible that two or more districts overlap, adding to the complexity. Bronx
Community Board 10 strongly opposed to allowing wind turbines as permitted obstructions. The
community deemed the additional height incompatible with the character of City Island, and
“impedes on the original intent of the general purpose within the 112-00 Zoning Resolution”
(City Planning Commission Report, 2012). In the zoning chapter, the purpose of the Special City
Island District is to preserve its low-rise, nautical neighborhood character. The commercial
corridor has a “village” feeling. Commercial and manufacturing uses are permitted in the district,
but are limited to those that reflect the nautical traits of the island. There are three M1-1 districts
on the island, all of them are on the waterfront, and two are located right by the central
commercial street. The singularity of the situation did not incentivize adjustment to the Zone
Green proposal. Besides the M1-1 lots in the Special City Island District, there are currently 43
lots where special/landmark districts (with neighborhood character preservation purposes) that
overlay with C4-1, C7, C8-1 or M1-1 districts in New York City. Not addressing the concerns of
the Special City Island District is a missed opportunity, because without more detailed
specification on wind turbines permitted in specific districts, continuous opposition and lawsuit
might occur. In 2002, the Supreme Court of Vermont upheld the denial of a small wind turbine
permit. The court decided that the appellant did not explore alternative sites that would mitigate
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the visual impact of the wind turbines. Since the proposed turbines were not in harmony with the
neighborhood, the adverse impact would be "undue" (In re Petition of Halnon, 174 Vt. 514).
Secondly, the ordinance lost the opportunity to facilitate a broader application of wind
energy in districts other than the designated commercial and manufacturing districts. With
specification on types of technology, location, shape, size are visibility that are less intrusive for
sensitive areas like residential or historic districts, wind turbine projects could be more easily
carried out outside of C4-1, C7, C8-1 and M1-1 districts.
Erratic wind speed
One of the reasons why building-mounted small wind turbines have not caught on in
NYC is the erratic wind speed. New York is indeed a windy city, often too much so. Generally,
a steady wind speed greater than 9 mph is required for small wind electric turbines (Le Gourieres,
2014), whereas winds in New York can thrust from 3 to 30 miles per hour and come from all
directions. A tunnel effect in the urban environment is a phenomenon when the air becomes
compressed on the windy side of the buildings, and its speed increases considerably between the
obstacles to the wind. To obtain a good tunnel effect the tunnel should be "softly" embedded in
the landscape. In the context of New York City, two buildings significantly taller than their
surrounding infrastructure can create a wind tunnel effect of over 40 mph when the surrounding
area without the tunnel effect is only 20 mph (Parkinson, 2015). Obstructions such as trees and
buildings makes it hard for wind turbines to harvest steady strong winds. Turbulence intensity is
a major issue for small turbines because of their tower height and location around "ground
clutter.” Turbulence can reduce the annual energy output estimate from 15% to 25% (Small
Wind Guidebook. n.d.). In such a densely built environment, there may be lots of turbulence in
the city even on the top of buildings. The wind will be whirling in a lot of different (and rapidly
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changing) directions. If there is much turbulence it may negate the wind speed advantage
completely, and the changing winds may inflict a lot of tear and wear on the wind turbine. The
average hourly wind speed in New York City experiences significant seasonal variation over the
course of the year. Measured 10 meters above the ground, statistics show that from mid-October
to late April, average wind speeds of these months can reach more than 8.3 mph. The calmer
months are May to early October, with an average hourly wind speed of about 6 mph [Figure.9].
Even though the wind speed is usually high enough to for small wind turbines, the wind
experienced at any given location is highly dependent on local topography and other factors, and
instantaneous wind speed and direction vary more widely than hourly averages.
Figure.9 WeatherSpark.com. (n.d.). Average Weather in New York City. Retrieved December 12, 2018
A pedestrian wind assessment report by the Western Rail Yard Development (Thomson,
2009) shows Computer Wind Flow Simulations on the site, using a computational fluid
dynamics technique. It is used to analyze wind flows from the northwest, west and south
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directions. In Figure.10, it shows that with winds from the northwest wind speed is the highest in
gaps between the tallest buildings directly hit by the wind.




Like solar energy, wind energy is not regulated at the federal level, states and cities are
responsible for regulating wind energy projects. Based on this review, a definition in reference to
physical dimensions may be more rationally related to local concerns regarding aesthetics and
character of the community. With the rapid advancement of technology, the capacity or output of
wind turbines is less directly proportional to their impact on the environment. On the other hand,
the Clean Energy States Alliance (Drugmand & Stori, 2017) suggests turbine capacity is related
to uses. Larger scale wind turbines may be used in commercial/industrial and village power
applications. The installation has to be done by construction crews. When defining the scale of
wind energy systems, the city should understand the effect of these limitations on performance
and the community. Some places, such as many municipalities in California, have a more
progressive attitude, and the gist of their ordinances is to protect and encourage the use of wind
energy. While in some other places, especially the more historical or rural municipalities that are
inherently concerned about their scenic quality would place more stringent limitations on wind
turbines. The Zone Green Text Amendment of the Zoning Resolution of New York City
essentially establishes under what circumstances the turbines can penetrate the Sky Exposure
Plane, the maximum heights in different zoning districts, the distance to lot line, and the diameter
of the swept area
One cannot assess wind zoning in New York City without looking at building codes and
historic preservation regulations and local laws, which control the physical attributes, operation,
and permitting in detail. With such a close connection, updates of the various departments’
regulations have to be consistent, making sure they are compatible with each other so that the
implementation of new projects would not be hindered.
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Barriers removed by the zoning amendment mainly focus on taller buildings without
obstructions, near the waterfront where consistent winds are more common. These areas have the
greatest potential for wind energy generation. With respect to height limits, the approved
amendment indicates that the city is cognizant that wind speeds increase with height such that
small investments in increased tower height can yield high rates of return in power production.
The U.S. Department of Energy gives an example that an increase in height of 40 feet of a 10
kW wind generator can produce 25% more power. The more lenient height limit of small wind
turbines on top of buildings that are at least 100 feet in height and on waterfront blocks, and the
increased flexibility for small freestanding wind turbines on waterfront blocks reflect the city’s
awareness of the impact of height limits on the viability of small-scale wind projects.
Specifically, C4-1, C7, C8-1 and M1-1 districts are relatively wind turbine-friendly due to the
lower residential density and less susceptible neighborhood character, even though the C6
district seems to be suitable for rooftop wind energy development, it is not included in the
category. The zoning code protects, to a preliminary extent, neighborhood aesthetics by setting
more rigid setback and height requirements for wind turbines in contextual R6 through R10
districts and special districts. Multiple agencies and departments coordinate in the reviewing and
monitoring process of wind energy facilities. The pliant requirement for turbines in different
districts takes into account the site-specific factors of potential influences and grants greater
flexibility while ensuring a certain level of community consensus.
Some factors of the slow growth of wind energy deployment is the sheer length of the
review and approval process, the number of regulatory items listed, the stringency of DOB code
for wind energy, and that the permitting process required by other departments is daunting. The
laborious process has become a major hindrance that discourages developers from incorporating
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wind energy technology in their buildings. From a technical perspective, accurately assessing the
wind resources in the built environment is one of the most challenging elements of a built-
environment wind turbine project. A lenient zoning regulation is not a sufficient incentive to
compensate for strenuous building code compliance review and other permitting processes.
Public concerns raised during the hearing process of the amendment were largely related to its
wind turbine provisions. The strong controversy exists because the impacts wind power is
intended to mitigate are, for the most part, invisible, while the impacts of wind turbines are clear
and unavoidable. New structures instigate presumed visual pollution, distraction and annoyance.
The already stubborn resistance, when a cherished landscape is being affected, is intensified.
Community board comments revealed an inconsistency with the public’s understanding of the
amendment’s capacity and the actual implications. They also show a blind spot in the public’s
knowledge of current wind technology, which does not generate negative impacts as
significantly as people believe. Furthermore, challenges in harvesting wind are exacerbated on
taller buildings since they generate higher flow separation bubbles, the wind resource in the built
environment is relatively energetically weak which results in lower energy production (Tabrizi et
al. 2014), frequent turbulence causing unsteady wind speed, and there is no optimal location for
all wind directions, no matter how carefully analyzed.
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Recommendations
This study proposes that the city establish a more lenient requirement on small-scale
wind development in waterfront blocks in all manufacturing districts and non-contextual C6
districts, in addition to C4-1, C7, C8-1, M1-1 districts, in order to make use of the wind resource
of waterfront areas and tall, unobstructed buildings. Tall objects such as flagpoles were already
allowed to penetrate the sky exposure planes in Commercial and Manufacturing districts, and the
public has accepted them as appropriate. Given the better wind speeds in waterfront areas and the
cluster of tall commercial buildings in non-contextual C6 districts, roof-mounted wind turbines
are in harmony under most circumstances, and would not be easily visible from street level. A
single central air conditioner generates over 65 decibels of sound when operating. All HVAC
equipment, which is essential to building operation, produce noise levels that surpass that of
small-scale wind turbines, making it essentially inaudible. Compared to being in M1-1 districts,
wind turbines in M2 and M3 districts would have an even smaller probability to interfere with
people’s activities or visual consistency, and a bigger location advantage for wind resources. It is
reasonable to make wind energy facilities permitted obstructions in these districts as well.
To push forward the above provision, the zoning code needs to specify locations, types of
technology, shapes, sizes and visibility of wind turbines in design-sensitive neighborhoods,
especially residential and historic districts, since another wave of community opposition can be
expected upon the expansion of the amendment. When regulations formulate clear policy
guidelines tailored to specific sites, it gives communities a sense of security that the aesthetic
value of their properties or neighborhoods is validated. CPC responded that the communities’
recommendations to place more specific requirements on wind turbines when allowed as
permitted obstructions is not flexible enough to accommodate the continued evolution of wind
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turbine technology (City Planning Commission Report, 2012). While this is a sensible concern,
the city can considerate adopting a simpler procedure such as an Administrative Review to
approve wind turbines without adding cost and time to approvals. These applications shall
consists of an overall verification that all relevant and pertinent information has been included,
and once all technical requirements are met, DOB can sign off on installation. This method could
also alleviate the current onerous DOB procedures.
During the CPC Public Hearing, a representative of the Citizens Housing and Planning
Council recommended that "like other zoning amendments, the proposed amendments should be
reviewed every five years to keep up with trends within green industries" (City Planning
Commission Report, 2012). Reflecting back to the Brooklyn Navy Yard case, idle wind turbines,
especially in conspicuous locations, give people the impression that they have sacrificed
aesthetic integrity for a technological graveyard, without any environmental benefit. Wind
machines in good repair and functioning are the key for good public relations. Therefore, it is
recommended that the zoning code not only provide increased flexibility to but also reinforce the
good conditions of these facilities as well as the applicability of the zoning to the evolving
technologies.
One of the most critical barriers to wind development is public perception. The city
should promote wind energy through public education. Inform people of the current advanced
wind technology and their true impacts. For example, in contrast to the prevailing impression,
modern helix-shape turbines [Figure.11] do not produce significant noise above the ambient
sound level, especially in an urban environment. Nor would they cause ear cancer. Their impact
on wildlife safety is negligible, and the vibration would not result in structural safety hazards.
Another important aspect of public education is understanding what the effects the zoning
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provision would have. It does not allow for as-of-right installation of wind projects that are
intensely out of proportion to the surrounding environment, or encourage more severe visual
intrusion than what was allowed before the amendment.
Figure.11 a helix-shaped wind turbine
The dominant methods to increase public participation in a wind project is conducting
public hearings about ready-made plans. However, this has little to do with involving the public.
If they feel that they have a fair chance to influence the outcome, the public is more prone to
support a project. Therefore the manner in which a project is presented to the public is crucial for
the result. During the management and planning process, planners should present ways for
individuals to benefit from wind power, and help them understand that aesthetics is a matter of
perception, and our reliance upon nonrenewable energy sources must eventually end.
People are used to the ubiquitous transmission towers not because they are less
conspicuous or aesthetically unpleasant than wind turbines, but because they are a necessity for
providing electricity to end users. Once the public deem renewable energy indispensable,
renewable energy facilities would gain more acceptance due to the change of perception. That is
not to say that one should not consider landscape compatibility when designing and placing wind
energy facilities. Rather, since development is inevitable and renewable energy does have a
positive effect on climate and other environmental issues, one should no longer compare the
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development scenario with “no change” condition. The society and authorities should instead
look to regulatory mechanisms that best minimize or mitigate harms. The question is not whether
to use wind energy, but rather how we can use it in the best way.
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Appendix.II Amended Portions of the Zoning Resolution pertaining to Wind Energy
Systems
23-62 Permitted Obstructions
In all #Residence Districts#, except as provided in Section 23-621 (Permitted obstructions in
certain districts), the obstructions listed in paragraphs (a) through (hr) in this Section shall be
permitted to penetrate a maximum height limit or #sky exposure plane# set forth in Sections 23-
63 (Maximum Height of Walls and Required Setbacks), 23-64 (Alternate Front Setbacks) or 23-
69 (Special Height Limitations):
(p) Wind energy systems on portions of #buildings# with a height of 100 feet or greater,
provided:
(1) the highest point of the wind turbine assembly does not exceed 55 feet;
(2) no portion of the wind turbine assembly is closer than 10 feet to any #lot line#; and
(3) the diameter of the swept area of the rotor does not exceed 15 feet;
R6A R6B R7A R7B R7D R7X R8A R8B R8X R9A R9D R9X R10A R10X (c) In the districts
indicated, and for #Quality Housing buildings# in other R6, R7, R8, R9 and R10 Districts, the
permitted obstructions set forth in Section 23-62 shall apply to any #building or other structure#,
except that In addition, a dormer may be allowed as a permitted obstruction within a required
front setback distance above a maximum base height, the following rules shall apply:
(3) Wind energy systems shall not be allowed as permitted obstructions.
24-51 Permitted Obstructions
In all #Residence Districts#, the following obstructions shall be permitted and may thus penetrate
a maximum height limit or #sky exposure plane# set forth in Sections 24-52 (Maximum Height
of Walls and Required Setbacks), 24-53 (Alternate Front Setbacks) or 24-591 (Limited Height
Districts):
(r) Wind energy systems on portions of #buildings# with a height of 100 feet or greater, provided:
(1) the highest point of the wind turbine assembly does not exceed 55 feet;
(2) no portion of the wind turbine assembly is closer than 10 feet to any #lot line#; and
(3) the diameter of the swept area of the rotor does not exceed 15 feet;
33-42 Permitted Obstructions
In all #Commercial Districts#, the following obstructions shall be permitted and may thus
penetrate a maximum height limit or #sky exposure planes#, as set forth in Sections 33-43
(Maximum Height of Walls and Required Setbacks), 33-44 (Alternate Front Setbacks) or 33-491
(Limited Height Districts):
(r) Wind energy systems on portions of #buildings# with a height of 100 feet or greater, provided
that:
(1) the highest point of the wind turbine assembly does not exceed 55 feet;
(2) no portion of the wind turbine assembly is closer than 10 feet to any #lot line#; and
(3) in districts where new #residences# or new #joint living work quarters for artists# are
allowed as-of-right or by special permit or authorization, or within 100 feet of such districts, the
diameter of the swept area of the rotor does not exceed 15 feet;
43-42 Permitted Obstructions
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In all #Manufacturing Districts#, the following obstructions shall be permitted to penetrate a
maximum height limit or a #sky exposure plane# set forth in Sections 43-43 (Maximum Height
of Front Wall and Required Front Setbacks), 43-44 (Alternate Front Setbacks) or 43-49 (Limited
Height Districts).
(q) Wind energy systems on portions of #buildings# with a height of 100 feet or greater,
provided:
(1) the highest point of the wind turbine assembly does not exceed 55 feet;
(2) no portion of the wind turbine assembly is closer than 10 feet to any #lot line#; and
(3) in districts where #residences# or #joint living work quarters for artists# are permitted as-of-
right, by special permit or by authorization, or within 100 feet of such districts, the diameter of
the swept area of the rotor does not exceed 15 feet;
(iii) Wind energy systems Regulations governing wind energy systems are modified pursuant to
this paragraph, (a)(4)(iii). In R6 through R10 Districts, Commercial Districts, other than C1 or
C2 Districts mapped within R1 through R5 Districts and C4-1, C7, and C8-1 Districts, .and
Manufacturing Districts, other than M1-1 Districts, wind energy systems located on a roof of a
#building# shall not exceed a height equivalent to 50 percent of the height of such portion of the
#building# or 55 feet, whichever is less, as measured from the roof to the highest point of the
wind turbine assembly. In C4-1, C7, C8-1 and M1-1 Districts, for #buildings# containing
#commercial# or #community facility uses#, wind energy systems shall not exceed a height of
55 feet when located above a roof of the #building# as measured to the highest point of the wind
turbine assembly. In all districts, no portion of a wind energy system may be closer than 10 feet
to a #waterfront public access area# boundary or a #zoning lot line#.
62-341 Developments on land and platforms
All #developments# on portions of a #zoning lot# landward of the #shoreline# or on #platforms#
shall be subject to the height and setback provisions of this Section. However, when the seaward
view from all points along the #shoreline# of a #zoning lot# is entirely obstructed by existing
elevated roads, bridges or similar structures which are less than 50 feet above mean high water
and within 200 feet of the #shoreline#, #developments# shall be exempt from the requirements
of this Section. Height and setback regulations for #developments# on #piers# and #floating
structures# are set forth in Sections 62-342 and 62-343.
(a) For the purposes of applying the height and setback regulations of this Section, the following
provisions shall apply:
(4) Permitted obstructions The obstructions permitted pursuant to Sections 23-62, 24-51, 33-42
or 43-42 shall apply. In addition, the following regulations regarding permitted obstructions shall
be permitted apply:
(iii) Wind energy systems Regulations governing wind energy systems are modified pursuant to
this paragraph, (a)(4)(iii). In R6 through R10 Districts, Commercial Districts, other than C1 or
C2 Districts mapped within R1 through R5 Districts and C4-1, C7, and C8-1 Districts, .and
Manufacturing Districts, other than M1-1 Districts, wind energy systems located on a roof of a
#building# shall not exceed a height equivalent to 50 percent of the height of such portion of the
#building# or 55 feet, whichever is less, as measured from the roof to the highest point of the
wind turbine assembly. In C4-1, C7, C8-1 and M1-1 Districts, for #buildings# containing
#commercial# or #community facility uses#, wind energy systems shall not exceed a height of
55 feet when located above a roof of the #building# as measured to the highest point of the wind
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turbine assembly. In all districts, no portion of a wind energy system may be closer than 10 feet
to a #waterfront public access area# boundary or a #zoning lot line#.
(b) Lower density districts R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 C3 C4-1 C7 C8-1 M1-1 In the districts indicated,
and in C1 and C2 Districts mapped within such #Residence Districts#, the underlying district
height and setback regulations are applicable or modified as follows:
(4) Other structures All structures other than #buildings# shall be limited to a height of 35 feet,
except that in C4-1, C7, C8-1 and M1-1 Districts, freestanding wind energy systems shall be
permitted to a height of 85 feet, as measured from the base plane to the highest point of the wind
turbine assembly
62-342 Developments on piers
(a) Height and setback regulations on #piers# The height of a #building or other structure# on a
#pier# shall not exceed 30 feet. However, where a setback at least 15 feet deep is provided, the
maximum height of a #building or other structure# shall be 40 feet. Such required setback shall
be provided at a minimum height of 25 feet and a 59 N 120132 ZRY maximum height of 30 feet,
and may be reduced to ten feet in depth along any portion of the #building or other structure#
fronting on an open area of the #pier# having a dimension of at least 40 feet measured
perpendicular to such fronting portion. In addition, wind energy systems shall be allowed,
provided such a system does not exceed a height of 85 feet, as measured from the base plane to
the highest point of the wind turbine assembly or, when located above a roof of the #building#, a
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